Dear MSA Eye Protection Customer,

This Safety Notice is issued to inform you that MSA recently received a report from CSA that samples of our Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses did not pass CSA side impact testing. These samples were tested as part of routine CSA oversight of the manufacturer.

MSA has investigated and determined that Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses shipped by MSA from October 17, 2017 through April 16, 2018 are affected. These affected glasses may not withstand a side impact force of the magnitude required for CSA certification.

Please note that the Nuevo Wrap Safety Glass samples tested by CSA passed all other test requirements, including front impact.

MSA is advising all Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses customers to stop use, remove from service, render unusable and dispose of any MSA Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses delivered by MSA from October 17, 2017 through April 20, 2018.

Identifying and Addressing Affected MSA Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses

MSA Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses are sold as MSA part number 10106385. They are wide, wrap-style safety glasses with gray lenses, black frames and gray rubber pads for the nose and along the bottom of the stems. The stem for the right ear has the MSA logo printed on it. Pictures are shown in Figure 1.

Because there is no date code on the glasses, MSA recommends that any Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses in your possession be considered as affected unless you have positive identification that the glasses were delivered by MSA prior to October 17, 2017.
Stop use of the affected glasses, remove them from service, render them unusable and dispose of them.

**Replacing Affected MSA Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses**

We recognize that this is an inconvenience and in an effort to minimize any disruption, we pledge to take any replacement actions as expeditiously as possible.

If you are in possession of affected Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses, you have the option to receive MSA Voyager safety glasses (Part Number 10065850) as a replacement free of charge.

Because the Warning on the package for the Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses indicates that the glasses are to be replaced every two years, the maximum number of replacements will be limited to the number of Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses shipped by MSA to you between April 20, 2016 and April 20, 2018.

To receive your replacements, complete the enclosed MSA Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses Replacement Form and email it to Customer Service as indicated on the form.

Upon receipt of the form, MSA will enter an order to provide you with replacements.

**MSA Customer Service Contact Information:**

If you have any questions regarding this Safety Notice, please contact MSA Customer Service as follows:

- U.S., Canada, or U.S. Territories – 1-866-672-0005 or by email at: ProductSafetyNotices@MSAsafety.com.
- Outside the U.S., Canada, and U.S. Territories – 724-776-8626 or by email at: LAMZonecs@MSAnet.com.

We apologize for any inconveniences that this may cause; however, your safety and continued satisfaction with our products is important to us.

Best regards,

Nathan Andrulonis
Manager of Product Safety

PS18013-03
MSA Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses
Replacement Form

Please complete this form and email it to the appropriate MSA Customer Service address below:

- U.S., Canada, or U.S. Territories – ProductSafetyNotices@MSAsafety.com
- Outside the U.S., Canada, and U.S. Territories – LAMZonecs@MSAnet.com

Multiple orders can be placed by submitting additional copies of this form.

Name: ________________________________________________________________

Company Name: __________________________________________________________

Shipping Address: ________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone: _______________________ E-Mail:___________________________________________

Total Quantity for Replacement: ______

I confirm that the quantity of MSA Nuevo Wrap Safety Glasses listed above is the total quantity affected by the April 25, 2018 Safety Notice and that they have been removed from service, rendered unusable and disposed of.

Signature/Date: ________________________________________________________________